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a b s t r a c t

In the present paper (originally presented at the First IAA Symposium on Searching for

Life Signatures hold at the UNESCO on 22–26 September 2008) I try to summarize the

results of all my previous studies on active SETI and its possible dangers for us, also

considering some new topics, in order to provide a possibly complete overview of the

whole matter. First, I try to evaluate the possible risks of an indirect contact with aliens,

from the social, cultural, and religious point of view; then, the possible risks related

with receiving information about alien science and technology; finally, the risk that

active SETI could increase the probability of a physical contact with hostile aliens. My

conclusion is that active SETI is very unlikely to be dangerous for us, but, at present,

such a possibility cannot be completely excluded. Surprisingly, it turns out that a very

important point to be assessed in order to improve our evaluation of active SETI is the

pace of our technological progress. Some suggestions about the policy that international

community should adopt towards active SETI are also included.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction—Active SETI: benefits, advantages and
dangers

So far, SETI (the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence)
has been basically a passive enterprise. We have been
listening to the sky with our radio telescopes for more
than 40 years (and, for a shorter time, also by optical
telescopes), but we have never undertaken any systema-
tical attempt to send messages towards the stars.

Nonetheless, in these last 12 years some facts have
made the problem of active SETI a more and more crucial
subject. First, some messages, have been actually sent into
the space, all by the Evpatoria radio telescope in Ukrai-
nian, still too brief and episodic, but in any case surely
much more systematical than the first historical Arecibo

Message, sent on 16 November 1974 by Frank Drake: the
two Cosmic Calls, sent in 1999 and 2003 and based on a
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digital message composed by the Canadian astronomers
Yvan Dutil and Stephan Dumas [10,28], and the Teen-Age

message, sent in 2001 by the Russian astronomer Alex-
ander Zaitsev [78].

Second, a study on interstellar message construction has
been promoted by the SETI Institute, by organizing some
international workshops. The first one was held in 2001 in
Toulouse from 30 September to 2 October, during the 52nd
International Astronautical Congress (IAC), where I had the
honor to be one of the 13 invited international experts.
Unfortunately, after a while this extraordinary experience
was interrupted, basically due to economic problems, but
nonetheless it was long (and above all deep) enough to
mark a real turning point in the history of SETI [53].

Then, in 2004, the SETI Permanent Study Group (SPSG)
of the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA), after
some previous important studies [9,31,53,58,66,67], has
started a debate about the revision of the SETI Post

Detection Protocol [69], during which the question of
active SETI also arose. The revision process ended on 28
September 2010, during the Prague IAC, where the new,
improved and abbreviated version of the Protocol [23]
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was finally approved by the 12 members of the SETI Post-

Detection Taskgroup, chaired by Paul Davies and including
also myself. Simultaneously, the SPSG started a new Active

SETI Taskgroup, chaired by Douglas Vakoch and currently
still working, specifically dedicated to this problem.

Finally, the great technological advancements recently
made by ‘‘classic’’ (i.e. passive) SETI have made the
achievement of a contact much more probable than in
the past. So the question spontaneously arises: if SETI
succeeds, detecting an alien signal, should we reply to it?
This is not precisely the same problem of active SETI,
since in that case we would have at least some informa-
tion to base on in order to decide what we have to do, but
clearly there are many common issues. So, most of what
we are saying here about active SETI in the strict sense
also holds in the case that we have to decide whether
replying or not to an extraterrestrial message.

All that has caused, especially in the last 5 years, a
great proliferation of meetings and publications about
active SETI and, more generally, the problem of the
implications of a possible contact with an extraterrestrial
civilizations [27,42,45,46,59,70,73,74], culminating in the
First IAA Symposium on Searching for Life Signatures, held in
Paris at the UNESCO on 2–6 October 2008 (where I
presented a first version of the present paper), and the
two meetings on the detection of extraterrestrial life held
at the Royal Society of London in 2010, on 25–26 January
[27] and 6–8 October. Of course, it would be impossible to
discuss in details the huge (and every year increasing)
amount of papers about this topic, but I will try to
summarize their main ideas, also quoting explicitly at
least the most relevant publications.

The main objection against the idea of transmitting
messages from Earth always was, and still is, that, while
passive SETI is surely not dangerous for us, active SETI
may be, since ETs could be malevolent. The first to raise
the problem was Martin Ryle in 1967, when the first
pulsar was discovered and its regular pulsating signal was
believed for a while an alien message, More recently, in
2010, also Stephen Hawking issued a similar warning
[10,36], then followed by John Billingham and James
Benford. But people sharing this concern are surely many
more than two couple of distinguished scientists.

Of course, there are many different possible replies to
this worry. Maybe the strongest one is that we are already

sending signals into the space, although unintentionally,
due to the leakage of our radios and televisions. So, in the
last years a rather technical debate has been developed
about the differences between radio leakage and an
intentional message, without achieving an unanimously
accepted conclusion. Another very well known reply is
the paradox of the only-listeners’ Universe: if all listen
and nobody send messages, indeed, nobody will ever find
anything, even if the Universe was really teeming with
civilizations. Of course, an obvious counter-objection is:
why just us? Why should we be the first to break the
Great Silence of the Universe? After all, as a technological
civilization we are very young: so, it seems more logical to
leave this burden to the oldest ones, which should know
much more than us about this subject. Furthermore, while
it is rather improbable that all are only listening, should it
be the case, then it probably would mean that they have
good reasons to do so. However, the main reason why so
many authors are in favor of active SETI is that, basing on
the fact that any alien civilization we could ever be able to
detect is very likely to be much more advanced than ours
[12,13,25,39–41,50,57,60], they think that ETs should also
be much more moral than us, so that we should have
nothing to fear from them.

On the contrary, I think that the possibility that ETs, or
at least some ETs, may be malevolent (the so-called NAH,
Nasty Alien Hypothesis) cannot be excluded, and should be
taken in consideration very seriously. In fact, to be more
advanced does not imply to be more moral. As a matter of
fact, any modern dictatorship (as Nazi Germany, Soviet
Union, Chinese communism, and so on) is much more
advanced than any ancient society, but surely much less

moral than most of them. One could object that this may
be true on the short term, but, on the long term, scientific
advancement surely needs a certain degree of sponta-
neous cooperation. But also long-term cooperation may
arise from non-ethical reasons, for example from an
intelligent, well-planned egoism, or from the fear of a
global catastrophe or self-destruction, which can produce
very efficient systems, but not very moral ones. For
example, Darwinian evolution is very efficient in assuring
progress and also a good degree of cooperation: but we
would hardly admit a merciless social Darwinism to be a
good example of a high degree of morality. Anyway, as a
matter of fact, our not-so-terrible level of morality has

been able to allow us to achieve the capability for inter-
stellar communications, at the same time avoiding
(at least until now) self-destruction. So, why should things
be different in the future, or on the other planets [14,51,53]?

Furthermore, there is also a methodological question.
As a matter of fact, many people are worried about active
SETI. Maybe their concerns are actually irrational or child-
ish, as many people into the SETI community think, but
saying this does not help to resolve the problem. Only by
taking seriously the fears of the others we can hope to
reach an agreement: and this is just what I want to do in
this paper, trying to analyze in depth and in detail all the
factors that can make people reject the idea of doing active
SETI. In doing this I am not going to make any reference to
the Rio Scale, San Marino Scale and London Scale [2–4],
however interesting they may be, first because they take in
consideration factors, which are too heterogeneous for our
purpose, and, above all, because many of them can be
known only after the contact have been achieved, while
here we have to evaluate the possible risks of sending a
SETI message before any contact.

First of all, we have to clarify that sending a message
towards the stars cannot be dangerous in itself, but only
for its (possible) consequences. At first sight this looks
trivial, but in fact this is a very important point, because
most of (or even all) the possible negative consequences
of sending such a message are in reality risks that we are
already running, independently from doing or not active
SETI. So, the right question is not whether doing active
SETI could be dangerous for us, but whether doing
active SETI could be more dangerous than doing only
passive SETI, or nothing at all.
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Now, what are the possible dangers related with SETI,
or, in any case, with our (eventual) contact with ETs?
I think we can identify 4 basic cases:
1)
 a dangerous discovery (cultural shock);

2)
 a dangerous signal (computer virus);

3)
 a dangerous content (alien technology);

4)
 a dangerous reaction (alien invasion).
So, let us try to evaluate each of these possibilities.
2. Is a cultural shock possible?

Many people are afraid that the discovery of an alien
civilization could be dangerous in itself, since it could
cause a cultural shock.

Surely we cannot completely exclude this possibility.
However, the mere discovery of an alien civilization,
without the possibility of a direct contact (maybe not
even a dialog), is not likely to have deep consequences at
the social, political, or economical level [24,34], but only
at the one of our conception of the world and our place in
it, that is at the metaphysical and, above all, religious
level. However, also from this point of view consequences
are unlikely to be really shocking.

Of course, some people could be actually shocked, but I
have worked a lot on this problem [51,53] and I feel
confident that from a general point of view the impact
should be very limited. It is true that I have studied only
the issues related to my religion, i.e. Christianity (also
because I consider incorrect speaking in the name of the
other ones), but I think that my results hold generally,
because just Christianity is generally considered the most
‘‘anthropocentric’’ religion: [22] so, if it is not likely to
have serious problems in welcoming ETs in its belief
systems, the same should be true, a fortiori, also for the
other religions.

First of all, indeed, Christianity is not anthropocentric,
but Christ-centric, which is rather different. What makes
Earth a special place is not our presence on it, but the
Redemption operated by Jesus Christ. Now, even though
Christ was really a man, he was also really God: this
makes a great difference from simple anthropocentrism,
since his Incarnation has not only a human, but also a
cosmic meaning [37]. Second, the possibility of a plurality
of inhabited worlds has never been condemned by the
Church, not even in the case of Giordano Bruno, who,
despite a very widespread commonplace, was not

condemned for this theory, but for his pantheism and
his faith in reincarnation, as historians have now defi-
nitely established[16,54,56]. On the contrary, already in
1277 (that is three centuries before Bruno’s trial) Stephan
Tempier, Archbishop of Paris, had condemned as heretical
just the opposite proposition, maintained by Averroist
philosophers, ‘‘Quod Prima Causa non posset plura munda

facere’’ (‘‘That the First Cause cannot create a plurality of
worlds’’), since it denied God’s omnipotence. [54] And this
is true also today, of course, although so far there has
been no systematic theological discussion about the topic,
nor, in particular, any official statement by the Catholic
Church. Furthermore, as we know very well, after all,
Jesus Christ was not born in the capital of the Roman
Empire, but in one of its most outlying, neglected and
disparaged place (even by Hebrews themselves: ‘‘Could
ever anything good come from Bethlehem?’’). So, there
would be a sort of ‘‘esthetical harmony’’, so to speak, in
discovering that he was also born in one of the most
outlying, neglected, and disparaged place (even by
Terrestrial themselves) of the Galactic Club [12,13].
Finally, as a matter of fact, a lot of people, including many
Christians, already believe in ETs’ existence. There is not a
lot of studies about this subject, but the ones existing
seems to support my optimistic view [61,72,75].

So, the most likely hypothesis is that, apart from an
initial period of general excitation, our daily life on Earth
would go on more or less in the same way.

However, it is undeniable that active SETI, if done in a
systematic way, could significantly increase the probabil-
ity of getting in touch with another civilization, and
therefore of a cultural shock, however limited it may be.
But the risk in itself is intrinsically related to SETI as such:
so, should we want to avoid it, then we should also avoid
doing SETI at all, not only active, but even passive.

3. Cosmic hackers?

Some years ago Dick Carrigan [15] has argued that an
alien signal could be dangerous in itself, independently
from its content, since it could contain some kind of
electronic virus, that, having been created by a much
more advanced civilization, might put out of order in an
irrecoverable way our computer systems all over
the world.

But such an event is very unlikely. In fact, we know
very well that it is almost impossible to generate a
computer virus without knowing in a very detailed way
the systems we want to attack. Therefore, receiving a
message by a unknown civilization could by no means be
dangerous. On the contrary, active SETI could actually
significantly increase the risk of receiving a computer
virus embedded in ETs reply, but only if we do it without
any care. By taking some simple precautions, this risk can
be completely eliminated. In fact, the structure of an
interstellar message in itself (at least as it is commonly
conceived today) does not provide ETs any information
about our computers and their operating systems. So, it
will be enough not to insert such an information in our
message. Also in the case we wanted to insert in it some
kind of ‘‘virtual computers’’, in order to show ETs movies,
interactive programs, and so on, to do this in an abso-
lutely safe way it would be enough to use ad hoc

programs, with operating systems different from the ones
we are currently using on Earth. Furthermore, we should
also consider that in any case, since the minimal distance
of the nearest civilization is likely to be at least some tens,
if not some hundreds of light years, if and when ETs’ reply
reaches Earth, surely all of our operating systems have
been changed long ago.

So, this risk cannot be considered as a valid objection
against active SETI, since it is only potential, but we have
all the means to avoid that it becomes real.
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4. Dealing with alien technology

Maybe the most serious risk we run in communicating
with an alien civilization is that the content of ETs’
message could be dangerous, since it could provide us
some destabilizing information.

However, due to the very long time that almost surely
would be needed for a dialog (centuries, if not millennia),
the impact of information (if any!) about ETs’ culture,
religion, art, and society would be similar to one of the
ancient terrestrial cultures discovered by archeologists.
Although into the SETI community is very frequent to
remind us that on Earth the result of a contact between
different civilizations very often has been the destruction
of the less advanced one by the more advanced one, this
has actually happened only in the case of a direct contact.
When not the civilizations in themselves, but only their
cultures have entered in touch in an indirect way (i.e.,
through books, manuscripts, archeological findings, and
so on, containing religious, philosophical, and political
ideas, as well as artistic masterpieces), the result has
never been a negative impact, but a positive influence,
very often leading to a real renaissance of the receiving
society.

On the contrary, information about ETs’ technology
could be really dangerous, since it would be very likely
much more advanced than ours: so, if applied on Earth, it
would have a direct and material impact on our society
and its organization, which could be seriously
destabilizing.

However, active SETI is not likely to increase such a
risk: on the contrary, it could even significantly reduce it.
By only doing passive SETI, in fact, we continuously risk to
receive, at any moment and without any preparation, a
huge ‘‘Galactic Encyclopedia’’ containing detailed informa-
tion about alien technology, without any possibility for us
to control its diffusion. For obvious reasons, indeed, an
intentional, high-information message it is expected to be
very powerful and repeated many times, so that not only
radio astronomers, but also people having a non-profes-
sional antenna, should be able to detect it. On the
contrary, by doing active SETI we could eventually include
in our messages the warning that we do not want to
receive information about advanced science and technol-
ogy, or that we want, but we would like to be warned in
advance, in order to be prepared (if, after appropriate
international consultations, we decide so, of course).
However, the point is not whether this is likely or not to
happen (personally, I think it is not), but only that active
SETI is not likely to increase the risk of having to deal with
potentially dangerous alien technology that we already
run by doing passive SETI.

So, not even this one can be a valid argument against
active SETI.

5. The risk of an alien invasion and the Fermi paradox

Finally, we have to discuss the most ‘‘sci-fi’’ hypoth-
esis, but also the most dramatic one: that revealing our
existence to another civilization could cause an alien
invasion.
A particularly useful tool to evaluate this kind of risk is
provided by the well-known ‘‘Fermi Paradox’’, enunciated
by the great Italian physicist Enrico Fermi on 20 May
1950, during a lunch with Edward Teller, Emil Konopinski
and Herbert York, inspired by a humoristic strip by Alan
Dunn in the newspaper The New Yorker, where the
mysterious disappearance of many garbage bins in New
York was explained as a theft committed by some aliens
landed from a flying saucer.

The original formulation of the Paradox is very simple:
‘‘Where is everybody?’’. This short question contains,
implicitly, a not so obvious reasoning. To make it explicit,
we can reformulate it as a set of 3 independent hypoth-
esis, as following:
a.
 ETs do exist;

b.
 ETs are not here;

c.
 Interstellar travels are possible.
The Paradox arises from the fact that each hypothesis
can well be true, but they cannot be all true at the same
time, because this would generate a contradiction, as it is
easy to see. Therefore, since Fermi was sure that both (b)
and (c) were true, then his conclusion was that (a) is false,
i.e. that ETs do not exist.

His argument was the following. Since our technolo-
gical civilization is only 400 years old, i.e. 3�107 times
shorter than the age of the Galaxy, then, if ETs do exist,
then it is practically sure that they are more advanced
than us, and very probable that they are much more
advanced. [50,57] Therefore, if interstellar travels are

possible, then ETs should have undertaken them many
and many years ago. If so, having had a lot of time to
colonize the whole Galaxy, they should already be here.
Since they are not, then they do not exist.

However, many other possible answers of the Paradox
have been proposed in the time. In 2002 Stephen Webb
wrote a book [77] containing a very wide overview of the
topic, discussing 50 different solutions, each belonging to
one or another of 3 different basic types, which, in turn,
correspond to the 3 cases in which one or another of the 3
hypothesis forming the Paradox is false. There are at least
2 other systematical discussions, which should be taken
in consideration about the Fermi Paradox: the ‘‘classic’’
The Great Silence, by David Brin (1982) [13], and the very
recent Fermi’s Paradox—The last challenge for copernican-

ism?, by Milan Ćirković (2009) [18], which contains also
the most complete bibliography on this topic. Nonethe-
less, here I have preferred to use Webb’s book as my
reference point because his classification fits better with
my approach. However, the differences among these
works (especially between the two more recent ones)
are basically in the discussion of the problem, while the
list of the possible solutions is more or less the same (not
because of a lack of imagination, but just the contrary: so
many different solution have been proposed, indeed, that
it is practically impossible to find a really new one).

In the following I am going to discuss each of these 3
basic different possibilities, with at least their most
important sub-cases, then examining their implications
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for active SETI. On the contrary, I am not going to discuss
whether the aliens could be non-biological beings (i.e.,
intelligent machines, as, typically, Von Neumann probes).
I am perfectly aware that by many people this will be
considered as a substantial defect of my paper, because
intelligent machines are a very popular topic (better: an
obsession) within SETI community [12,13,25,70,71]. On
the contrary, I think this obsession is the real defect, since
intelligent machines cannot exist: [1,48,65] so, insisting
on them is seriously misleading for SETI. However, in
reality this point (which I hope to be able to clarify in a
further paper) is not relevant to our present problem. It is
true, indeed, that, as Ćirković wrote, ‘‘postbiological evo-
lution [if real] makes those behavioral and social traits
like territoriality or expansion drive (to fill the available
ecological niche), which are more or less successfully
‘derived from nature’ lose their relevance’’ [18], but this
is relevant only if we are searching for the most likely
explanation of the Paradox, not at all, instead, if we want
to consider all the possible solutions, in order to evaluate
if one or some of them could imply additional risks for
active SETI. In fact, we do not need to know the causes
(including ETs nature) of each different scenario to eval-
uate its possible consequences for us. The evaluation of
the probability of a scenario becomes relevant to our
problem only if it is potentially dangerous.

The only case where such a distinction seems to me to
be relevant will be discussed in Section 5.3.7. However, as
pointed out also by Ćirković, at most the Fermi Paradox
‘‘is aggravated with Von Neumann probes, but it is not
really dependent on them’’, [18] since ‘‘it is clear that the
exponential expansion characteristic for this mode of
colonization leads to the lowest values for the Fermi-Hart
[35] timescales’’, [18] i.e., for the time needed to colonize
the whole Galaxy (however, I discussed this issues in
another paper and my conclusion is that Von Neumann
probes are impossible) [52].

Finally, before going on with our core subject I want to
stress that, whatever solution to the Paradox we could
choose among the existing ones, or we could imagine in
the future, in any case it must contradict at least one of the
3 hypothesis forming the Paradox, because they cannot be
all true at the same time. On the contrary, it seems to me
that this point is not clear at all into the SETI community.
Particularly, many people strongly believes at the same
time both in the possibility of interstellar travels and in
the success of SETI, without being aware of the implicit
(but real) contradiction. In fact, should interstellar travels
be really possible, then ETs should be already here. But if
they were actually here, since they are not communicating
with us, it would mean that they do not want to commu-
nicate: if so, SETI could never succeed. SETI and inter-
stellar travels cannot be both successfully: they are
mutually exclusive.

And now let us return to our main subject.

5.1. ETs do not exist

Obviously, a first possible solution of the Paradox is the
same of Fermi: (b) and (c) are true, while (a) is false, i.e.
ETs do not exist and we are alone.
Webb includes in this group no less than 20 different
answers, but the differences are only in the motivations
proposed by the different authors, while the result is
always the same, with only 2 exceptions. So, this first
group contains infact 3 answers, which we will take
immediately into consideration.

5.1.1. ETs do not exist

This possibility cannot be excluded, especially after the
publication in 2000 of Rare Earth, by Peter D. Ward and
Donald Brownlee [76], that has become very quickly the
main reference point for all the skeptics.

Of course, if ETs do not exist at all, then active SETI
cannot be dangerous for us, and its only possible risk is to
waste a lot of time and money in doing it: in fact, in this
case we could never be able to demonstrate that ETs do
not exist, so the search could go on for a long, long time,
in principle even forever.

However, Webb considers also two other possibilities:
that ETs do not ‘‘yet’’ exist, or that ‘‘interstellar’’ ETs do not
‘‘yet’’ exist (i.e., ETs exist, but have not yet developed the
technology for interstellar travels).

In this cases we should consider the possibility that
they will exist in the future, and will have possibly
developed the technology for interstellar travels when
our message reach them. But how probable is this, and
what risks may it imply?

5.1.2. ETs do not ‘‘yet’’ exist

First of all, let us consider the case that ETs do not exist
at present, but might exist in the future. This implies that
we are the first form of intelligent life in the Galaxy. It
seems very unlikely at first sight, but, after all, somebody
must be the first, and there are some evidences that could
support this view, basically Charles Lineweaver’s studies
about the time needed for the stars to reach a sufficient
degree of metallicity to allow the formation of habitable
planets and living beings [43,44]. Another possibility,
substantially equivalent, at least for our present purpose,
suggested by Jim Annis [5], Milan Ćirković [17], and
Branislav Vukotić, [20] is the transition-phase scenario,
in which some catastrophic event (e.g., gamma ray burst)
sterilizes the whole Galaxy, so providing a huge amount
of habitable worlds where life can develop almost
contemporary. Anyway, in both cases ETs are very unli-
kely to reach the minimal technological level to detect our
messages before many thousands of years. This implies
that they have to appear many thousands of light years
afar, otherwise our signal will reach them and pass away
before they being ready to detect it.

This means that we might run a risk to be damaged by
ETs only in the case that we sent a very powerful signal,
otherwise it could never be detected by them. However,
even in this case we would be sure to have an enormous
technological advantage, which should make us virtually
sure to have nothing to fear from these ETs.

5.1.3. ‘‘Interstellar’’ ETs do not ‘‘yet’’ exist

The last possibility, still based on the two previous
scenarios, is that ETs already exist, but they have not yet
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reached the technological level needed for interstellar
travels.

In this case, there are two possibilities: either they are
less advanced, or they are more or less at our level (in fact,
they cannot be much more advanced than us, because in
this case they should have already developed the tech-
nology for interstellar travels).

In the first hypothesis, we would be in a very similar
situation to the one of y 1.2, therefore there could not be
risks in doing active SETI. In the second one, in principle
there could be some risks in sending a message, but this
case is highly improbable: it is very unlikely, indeed, that
in the same Galaxy (i.e., in a very small space, on the
cosmic scale) there are two civilizations having reached a
so similar degree of development. Of course, it is very
difficult, or better impossible, to establish the precise
value of the probability of such an occurrence, but this
cannot substantially undermine our reasoning. Indeed, we
know that in any case this value must be very small, since
it depends on the fact that our technological age is very

small not only with regard to Galaxy’s age, but even to
mankind’s age. Furthermore, this value exponentially
decreases with the number of alien civilizations, since
when we have to deal with independent events (and the
respective levels of advancement of independent civiliza-
tions are independent events) we have to multiply their
probabilities to get the total one: thus, if the initial
probabilities are small, the final result is necessarily much

smaller. So, it is very hard to imagine the existence of
even two other civilizations in the Galaxy, both more or
less at our technological level, and more than two the
hypothesis becomes really absurd. Thus, in practice this
explanation of the Paradox it is likely to work only if there
is no more than one other alien civilization in the whole
Galaxy, which is not very probable. However, should it be
the case, either this civilization is close to us, or it is not. If
it is, then it will become aware of our existence indepen-
dently from the fact that we do or not active SETI. If it is
not, then it is highly improbable that it could detect our
signals, apart from the case of a very powerful one.
Furthermore, if and when ETs develop the technology
for interstellar travels, there will be two possibilities:
either they are interested only in colonizing some planets,
and in such a case they should have many others much
closer than Earth; or they are interested in colonizing the
whole Galaxy, and in such a case the fact they know or not
our existence cannot increase significantly the risk we
already run. On the contrary, this could even reduce it: in
fact, becoming aware of the fact that we exist and are
more or less at their same level, ETs should consider that a
hostile contact could be dangerous also for them: there-
fore, they might decide to go elsewhere, especially having
a whole galaxy to exploit.

A possible variation of this scenario is the hypothesis
proposed by Karl Schroeder [64] and David Raup [62] that
intelligence is only a transient phenomenon in evolution.
It is very unlikely, also because it is based on an extremely
(and very rough) materialistic conception of intelligence.
However, if we assume that the duration of the ‘‘intelli-
gent phase’’ is usually too short to permit the develop-
ment of a technological civilization advanced enough at
least to reach the capability for radio communication on a
cosmic scale, then we represent a lucky exception: in this
case both active and passive SETI have few probability of
succeeding, but cannot be dangerous at all. If, on the
contrary, we assume that the duration of the ‘‘intelligent
phase’’ is longer, allowing, at least in some cases, the
development of the capability for interstellar travels, but
only for a relatively short time, then for all practical
purposes the hypothesis can be reduced to the standard
A.3 scenario we have sketched above, with the same
implications, since in any case this kind of civilizations
could be at most a little more advanced than ours, but
never much more.

Thus, summing up the whole matter, it seems that, if
at present in the Galaxy there are no ETs advanced
enough to possess the technology for interstellar travels,
then active SETI could hardly imply risks for us not only at
present, but also in the future.

5.2. ETs are already here

The second group of possible solutions implies that (a)
and (c) are true, while (b) is false, i.e. that ETs are
already here.

This is the most problematic one, because it seems, in
principle, that there should be some evidence of their
presence, while, on the contrary, it completely lacks.

Webb considers 8 different forms that this kind of
solution can assume, but it is difficult to find one really
convincing. Rejected the humoristic ones (‘‘they are here,
and they are called Hungarians’’, based on the legendary
intelligence of some Hungarian physicists of the first half
of the XX century), the irrelevant ones (‘‘we are the
aliens’’, based on the hypothesis of the panspermia [21],
which does not makes any difference for our problem),
and the not scientific ones (UFOs and all those solutions,
which implies to ascribe almost supernatural powers to
ETs), it remains very little. In practice, the only reasonable
hypothesis is that they are here, but they do not want to
communicate with us. But it is very difficult to imagine a
possible reason why a civilization might decide to under-
take such a long travel and then not to communicate at
all. Some sounds rather absurd: for example, John Ball’s
Zoo hypothesis [6], saying that ETs come on Earth only to
see us, just as we go to the zoo to see exotic animals;
Stephen Baxter’s Planetarium hypothesis [8], saying that
all the Universe we observe is nothing but an illusion
generated (for mysterious reasons) by almost omnipotent
ETs; and Nick Bostrom’s Simulation hypothesis [11],
saying that we live into a simulation generated by a
super-computer managed by ETs. The only plausible one
is Martin Fogg’s Interdict hypothesis [32], that should be
called more correctly the Star Trek hypothesis, since it
says that, just as stated by world-famous Star Trek’s
‘‘Prime Directive’’, civilizations much more advanced than
ours do not want to disturb our evolution until when we
become advanced enough to communicate with them
without dangers: since it is not yet the case, at present
they are monitoring our planet (in person or through
automatic probes) without interacting, waiting for the
good moment to contact us. Of course, in such a scenario
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active SETI would be probably useless, but in any case it
cannot be dangerous for us.

Nonetheless, one may argue that we simply cannot
imagine the possible motivations of an alien civilization.
In my view, this is wrong, since intelligence should
be basically the same wherever and whenever in the
Universe [26,28,47,50,53,55]. Anyway, this is not impor-
tant, since it does not make any difference for our
problem: in fact, if ETs are here, then they already know
that we exist (and also much more, about both us and our
planet). So, active SETI cannot add any further risk to the
ones that we already run (if any), whatever ETs’ intentions
and purposes might be.

5.3. Interstellar travels are too difficult

The third group of possible solutions implies that (a)
and (b) are true, while (c) is false, i.e. that interstellar
travels are impossible or at least too difficult, not only for
us, but for any civilization, however advanced it may be.

There are many possible scenarios, most of which are
listed in Webb’s book, in a chapter entitled They exist, but

they have not yet communicated. This is the largest of the 3
groups (22 different answers), but here Webb considers
any form of communication, including radio communica-
tions, which we have already examined in the previous
chapters. The answers related to our present subject in
Webb’s list are 14: 6 are about the different possible
reasons why ETs might not want to undertake interstellar
travels, while 8 are about technical problems.

5.3.1. Interstellar travels are too difficult for anybody

Webb gives some possible reasons for this hypothesis,
proposed by many different authors, although in my view
the most realistic, hence the most interesting, are the ones
based on sustainability, proposed independently by Dutil
and Dumas [29] and Haqq-Misra and Baum [7,33], which
are not in Webb’s list. But at the end of the story the result
is always the same: everybody will stay at home forever,
therefore active SETI cannot be dangerous for us.

5.3.2. Interstellar travels are too difficult for our short lives

Another possible solution to the Paradox (very popular
among scientists, indeed) is that the mean life of techno-
logical societies (the factor L in the Drake Equation) is
very short, because relatively soon they destruct them-
selves, or are destructed by some natural catastrophe. So,
they usually die before achieving the technology for
interstellar travels.

It is not very probable that this could be a real solution,
since it is rather unlikely that this holds for every
civilization (in the literature this requirement of the
proposed solution is often called ‘‘non-exclusivity’’ or
‘‘hardness’’). However, should it be the case, then
obviously active SETI could not be dangerous for us.

5.3.3. Interstellar travels are too difficult for ETs psychology

While it is well possible that a species of intelligent ETs
has not developed science and technology in general (e.g.,
because they have nothing similar to hands, or because
they live only into the sea, and so on), it is really hard,
despite the incredible imaginative efforts of the authors
quoted by Webb, finding a convincing reason why a
civilization possessing the technology for interstellar
travels might not desire to undertake them at all. Further-
more, such an explanation of the Paradox can work only if
alien civilizations in the Galaxy are very few: in fact, it
seems really untenable supposing that all the other
civilizations apart from ours are not interested in inter-
stellar travels, if there are many.

However, should it be the case, it is difficult to see why
becoming aware of our existence should change ETs’
attitude, and, above all, why this should change it in a
hostile way. So, active SETI should be safe.

5.3.4. Interstellar travels are too difficult to allow ETs to

reach us

A particular model proposed by Geoffrey Landis in
1998 and based on the theory of percolation [38] suggests
that if interstellar travels were possible, but only at short
distances, then each civilization could colonize only the
most nearby stars, creating new civilizations, which, in
turn, will colonize other nearby stars, and so on. The
complex interactions among the dynamics of the different
fluxes of colonization might generate fractal clusters
of colonized stars, incorporating large not colonized
‘‘bubbles’’ surrounded by civilizations (i.e., colonies hav-
ing become independent), which have decided not to
expand further. So, the solution of the Paradox could be
that Earth is into one of this ‘‘empty bubbles’’.

Another reason (not considered by Landis) why we
may be in an ‘‘empty bubble’’ is that there are no
habitable planets close enough to Earth to enable ETs to
reach us. But we should also notice that such a model
assumes the average distance of habitable planets from
each other to be significantly shorter than the largest
distance attainable in a single interstellar travel, other-
wise soon or later the process of colonization has
unavoidably to stop. In other words, to be effective, this
model implies the existence of a critical density of
habitable planets in the Galaxy, whose value is very high:
should this not be the case, the situation would be
practically equivalent to the one of Section 5.3.1, since
ETs will never be able to exit from their ‘‘bubble of
colonization’’ and reach us. On the contrary, should Landis
be right, then our present situation would be similar to
the one of Section 5.3.3. Therefore, as we have already
seen above, in both cases doing active SETI should not
substantially change our situation, so it could not be
dangerous for us.

However, we should also consider that stars change
their relative positions in the time, due to the rotation of
the Galaxy. Thus, our ‘‘immunization’’ from colonization
would be only provisional. If so, we would be in a similar
situation to the one of Section 5.3.5.

We reach the same conclusion also in the Ecological
holocaust hypothesis, proposed by Stull in 1979 [68],
where the empty bubble is created by the exhaustion of
the natural resources of the surrounding planets during
the process of colonization.

A different but substantially equivalent hypothesis,
initially proposed by Freeman Dyson in 1979 in his
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famous book Disturbing the Universe [30], is that ETs have

already colonized the Galaxy, but they are not interested
in stars like the Sun, because their technology and/or their
physiology fits better with other kinds of stars. It is not
very probable that all the other civilizations of the Galaxy
do not like our Sun. However, should it be the case, the
situation would be very similar to the one described by
the percolation model, leading to the same consequences:
ETs might be very close to us and much more advanced
than us, but would not be a possible danger, so active SETI
could not imply any risk for us.

Just the same analysis and the same conclusion holds
also for the very similar hypothesis proposed by Milan
Ćirković and Ray Bradbury in 2006, according to which
advanced civilizations ‘‘migrate towards the outer rim of
the Galaxy, far from the star-formation regions, super-
novae, and other energetic astrophysical events in order
to process information most efficiently’’: [19] we may
doubt that this could be true for every civilization, but, if
so, advanced ETs would not interested in invading our
solar system and active SETI would be absolutely safe.

5.3.5. Interstellar travels are too difficult to allow ETs to

have ‘‘already’’ reached usy but they are on the road!

There are many versions, based on very different
logics, of this ‘‘temporal solution’’ to the Paradox.
However, for our purposes this does not make a great
difference. The basic idea, indeed, is always the same: ETs
are actually colonizing the Galaxy, but they have not yet
reached us.

This is, of course, the most worrying possibility for us,
since we cannot know, at present, whether the contact
will be friendly or hostile. However, we should not forget
that such a scenario is based on the implicit hypothesis
that interstellar travels, though possible, are very difficult,
otherwise ETs should already be here (apart from the case
that all the other civilizations in the Galaxy have achieved
this technology just a little time ago, which is very

improbable even if there is only one other civilization,
and extremely improbable if there are more than one: see
Section 5.1.3). If, on the contrary, interstellar travels are
possible, but very difficult, even a much more ancient and
advanced civilization may have not yet reached the Earth,
if its home planet is far enough. This situation may be
really dangerous for us, even though, if interstellar travels
are difficult, interstellar invasions should be much more
difficult, so we may hope that ETs would prefer simply
avoiding our planet, going on with a pacific settlement on
the not inhabited ones. Furthermore, in this case ETs
could reach us only if the density of habitable planets in
the Galaxy is very high (see Section 5.3.4), which may not
be the case. However, it is clear that the possibility of an
hostile contact cannot be completely excluded.

In such a scenario, may active SETI be dangerous for
us? At a first sight, it seems surely to be the case. But, in
fact, things are more complex. On one hand, indeed, if ETs
are expanding through the Galaxy, then, soon or later,
they will surely arrive here, independently from whatever
we do: thus, doing or not active SETI cannot change the
fact that in any case, soon or later, we will have to face a
hostile contact with them. On the other hand, we should
also consider that, if at present ETs are still far from Earth
and are not yet aware of our existence, then sending a
signal may actually make a sensible difference about
when the contact will happen. In fact, ETs, if hostile,
knowing that we exist, might decide to march immedi-
ately straight against us, in order to find us at the less
advanced possible technological level (especially if the
message contains information enough to enable them to
evaluate precisely our present degree of advancement).
On the contrary, if we do not send any signal, then we
could have much more time to get ready to defend
ourselves. Somebody may object that in any case, also
having many centuries or even millennia more at our
disposal, this cannot make a great difference, having to do
with a civilizations, which is likely to be many millions of
year older than us. But it is not sure that the degree of
advancement of a civilization is directly proportional to
its age. In fact, it is possible (better: probable) that
technological progress is not a continuous process, which
can go on indefinitely: on the contrary, very likely at a
certain point it must substantially stops (see Section 7.2).
So, a civilization one billion years older than us may be
only, say, one thousand years more advanced [50]. If so,
the difference between sending or not a message can
make a great difference for us, even the difference
between death and life.

However, all that holds only if ETs are still far from
Earth. If, on the contrary, they are already at a distance
short enough to send their spaceships towards the Earth,
then they certainly already knows our existence, because
we can be sure that an advanced civilization does not
send its spaceship at random, but only after a very careful
examination of its targets. So, in this case doing or not
active SETI cannot make a great difference.

In conclusion, according to this scenario active SETI
could be dangerous for us, but only in the case of a very
powerful signal, which may be detected at a great
distance, especially if it contains detailed information
about us and our technology. On the contrary, not too
informative messages having only a limited range should
be relatively safe.

5.3.6. Interstellar travels are too difficulty apart from when

we have to save our civilization

This is one of the few hypothesis not listed in Webb’s
book. We could call it the Independence Day scenario,
since it has been presented in a very dramatic way in that
famous movie.

The basic idea is that the only way to make interstellar
travels possible is to build very huge spaceships, able to
travel for centuries or even millennia, having on board a
lot of people with all they need to survive for such a long
time (the so-called ‘‘generational spaceships’’, since they
have to host many generations of people before reaching
their final destination). Of course, such an enterprise
would be incredibly difficult, dangerous and heavy from
a psychological point of view: so, it would be very hardly
undertaken in ordinary circumstances. But things are
different, of course, when the survival of the whole
civilization is at stake, for example because its home
planet is becoming inhabitable or its natural resources
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are getting exhausted. However, in this case ETs would
not undertake a systematical colonization of the Galaxy,
but only a search for another habitable planet. Therefore,
active SETI could even reduce the risk to be attacked.
While ETs could well be ready to make war for Earth after
having undertaken such a long travel to reach it, only to
discover that it is already inhabited, on the contrary, if
informed in advance of our existence, they could prefer to
change their target. Even if you are sure to win, indeed, a
nuclear war does not seem the best way of inaugurating
your new home planet!

Only in the case that habitable planets were very few
in the Galaxy, so that Earth were the only one into the
range accessible to ETs, contacting them by doing active
SETI could really imply an additional risk for us. However,
once again this is true if and only if ETs are so far from us
that they are unable to discover our existence in any other
way (since we can be sure that, especially in such a
situation, they would use all the possible means to search
for another planet to live on). Of course, although not
impossible, this scenario is very unlikely, because for a
very advanced civilization Earth should be detectable as a
habitable planet from a very long distance: so, it is very
improbable that no other habitable planet does exist in a
shorter range.

5.3.7. Interstellar travels are too difficulty apart from when

we have to kill you, of course!

This is a variant of the Berserkers hypothesis, first
proposed by Fred Saberhagen in a science fiction novel
[63]. In its original version, the hypothesis says that ETs
are not here because they have been systematically killed
by the berserkers, terrible destruction machines con-
structed and spread into the whole Galaxy by an alien
civilization, which does not like competitors. In this
version the hypothesis is hardly tenable, above all
because we can apply the Paradox to the berserkers

themselves: where are they, indeed? why have not yet
they killed us?

However, in a modified version the hypothesis could
work. If, e.g., we admit that interstellar travels are very
difficult even for automatic probes, but not completely
impossible, we can imagine a very advanced alien civili-
zation that can neither colonize the Galaxy, nor send a
large numbers of destruction machines all over the space,
but nonetheless it is able to send one sometimes, when it
has a precise target. So, the fact that we are still alive may
depend only on the fact that ETs are not yet aware of our
existence. In this case, active SETI could be really danger-
ous for us!

But is this terrifying scenario really plausible? First of
all, since interstellar travels would be (by hypothesis) very

difficult, there would be no advantage for ETs in destruct-
ing us, since the colonization of the Galaxy would be
impossible in any case. Second, the same should hold also
for us: we would not have any advantage in destructing
them, so they should have nothing to fear from us.
Furthermore, if such a civilization existed, it would be
much more advanced than us, since the capability of
building and sending such a kind of machine is very far
from our present technological capability: thus, in any
case they should not fear to suffer anything bad from us.
So standing the matter, such a cruel action could be
accomplished only by a very evil species of ETs, inspired
by an almost satanic will, to the point that they desire the
destruction of another civilization as an end in itself. Of
course, even though it seems unlikely, we cannot com-
pletely exclude that a similar kind of evil ETs actually
exists, but in this case they are not very likely to be
waiting passively for our signals (which could never
arrive): it is much more probable that they are already
searching for other intelligent civilizations, using a very
advanced technology, able to detect our presence even
from a very great distance. Since we are still alive, it
should mean that these evil ETs, if exist, are very far from
us. If so, we would be in danger anyway, of course, but
active SETI it is not likely to increase significantly the risk
we already run, apart from the case of a very powerful
signal, able to be detected at a very great distance.

However, building and sending a machine able to
destruct a whole civilization is not simple at all: actually,
it sounds more like science fiction than like a real
scientific possibility. Then, a more realistic hypothesis is
that evil ETs could send on Earth a probe containing some
kind of killer bacteria, created by genetic engineering: we
know very well, indeed, that bacteria can survive in the
extreme environment of outer space even for millions of
year. But, once again, constructing the ‘‘right’’ kind of
bacteria is not so simple (better: it is virtually impossible)
without having a lot of information about both the target
species and its environment. So, we have simply to take
the same caution as in the case discussed above about a
possible alien computer virus: i.e., not to send a too
detailed information about the subjects, which could
enable ETs to succeed in its attack. In this way, active
SETI should be safe enough also with regard to the
berserker scenario.

6. Discussion of the results

Before discussing the results of my analysis, I have to
confess to be in a rather strange situation, since, in a
sense, I feel uncomfortable about my own conclusions,
because my opinion is that active SETI is not dangerous
for us, and we could, and even should, do it already at
present. But in taking such an important decision we
must be as responsible as possible, so we cannot base only
on a personal feeling, how deep and strong it could be, but
only on rational and demonstrable arguments.

Now, what is demonstrable, at present, is that, even if
some risks cannot be completely excluded in doing SETI,
especially with regards to the possibility of receiving
information about a too advanced alien technology, no

additional risk seems likely to come from active SETI in the

first 3 cases we have discussed above. On the contrary, in
the last case, i.e. the possibility of being attacked and
invaded by ETs, there are some scenarios in which the

possibility of an additional risk coming from doing active

SETI, although not very probable, cannot be completely

excluded.
However, our analysis of the Fermi Paradox seems to

tell us that the possible dangers for us in doing active SETI
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are much more likely to lie into the deep space than in our
cosmic neighborhood. The reason of this rather paradoxi-
cally situation is very simple. Technological ETs, if exist,
are very likely to be much more advanced than us. So, if
they lives close to us, then they should already be aware
of our existence or, at least, of Earth’s existence. So, active
SETI, if done on a limited range (especially if not using too
informative messages), is not likely to change the situa-
tion and, therefore, to increase significantly the risk (if
any) that we already run to suffer any damage by ETs.

On the contrary, some scenarios are possible (even
though not very likely), where very advanced ETs living
into the deep space, very far from Earth, could well not
yet be aware of our existence. So, very powerful signals,
able to be detected even at a very great distance, espe-
cially if containing very detailed messages about the
physical features of ourselves and our planet, may imply
some additional risks.

However, the crucial factor is the feasibility of inter-
stellar travels. If and when we get the proof that they are
relatively easy, then SETI, both active and passive, might
become meaningless, because we would be practically sure
that ETs, or at least communicative ETs, do not exist, at
least in our Galaxy (otherwise they would already be here
talking with us). On the contrary, if and when we get the
proof that interstellar travels are impossible, or at least too
difficult for everybody, then SETI, both active and passive,
would become both absolutely safe and absolutely impor-
tant: on one hand, indeed, ETs could not be a danger for us
in any case, since they could not reach us physically; on the
other, SETI would be our only chance to get in touch with
them. If, and only if, interstellar travels were possible but
very difficult, then active SETI could be actually dangerous,
and passive SETI would be the best strategy.

I would like to underline that this is a very surprising
and counter-intuitive conclusion: in fact, usually people
think that the situation could be more dangerous for us if
interstellar travels were easy, while the risk (if any) is
minor if they are very difficult. Our analysis shows that it
could not be the case.

7. What should we do at present?

7.1. Establishing the critical range

First of all, we should try to assess, as precisely as
possible, the largest distance at which the Earth can be
detected and recognized as an inhabited or at least a
habitable planet by a very advanced civilization, not only
by detecting our radio leakage, but also using other tools
that we, too, are already using and/or projecting, as, e.g.,
interferometers and spectroscopes.

Into this critical range, active SETI, especially if not too
informative, should be safe. As such, it should not need any
special authorization (this, of course, from the point of view
of safety: other considerations, e.g., about the opportunity
that a private organization speaks on behalf of the whole
mankind, may suggest a different regulation of the matter).

On the contrary, appropriate international consultations
and agreements should be requested before sending sig-
nals exceeding the critical range and/or containing detailed
information about us and the Earth (the same should hold,
of course, in the case we receive a message from a
civilization living beyond the critical range: the opportu-
nity of replying should be evaluated very carefully).

However, we have also to notice that the critical range
may be so large to encompass all the stars, which we
could reasonably hope to reach by doing active SETI, both
at present and in the next future. Should it be the case, in
practice this caution could even be practically useless.

7.2. Estimating the technological gap

A very widespread opinion – better, an almost unan-
imous faith into the SETI community (and not only of
SETI, indeed, but into most of scientific community) says
that a direct proportionality does exist between the age
and the degree of advancement of a civilization: therefore,
the older it is, the more advanced it should be.

I disagree with such a view. Technological progress,
indeed, is based on scientific progress, which is aimed to
discover the fundamental laws of nature. Now, if science
cannot succeed in this, then it will have to stop some-
where before reaching its goal; but if science can succeed,
then it will discover all the fundamental laws and then it
will have to stop. Thus, in any case science will have to
stop, soon or later, at least at the level of fundamental
discoveries, and so technology, thus reaching its ‘‘state of
perfection’’, meaning by this not a ‘‘perfect’’ state (what-
ever it could mean), but only ‘‘the most perfect one’’,
which can be reached by any civilization in the Universe.
If I am right, then the most appropriate image of techno-
logical development would not be an exponential curve,
but a logistic one, showing an initial quasi-exponential
growth followed by progressive deceleration until when
saturation, and therefore a steady state, is reached
[49,50]. The complete lack of any evidence of Kardashev
civilizations of both Types II and III, which at the present
state of our technology should be easily detectable not
only in the Milky Way but even in the nearby galaxies, as
well as of Dyson spheres [30] and other similar astro-
engineering hypothetical products, is a strong evidence in
favor of my thesis. However, please notice that here I am
referring only to the fundamental level of science and
technology: there will always be, indeed, the possibility of
new discoveries, and therefore of new technological
advancements, at less fundamental levels, since it is
impossible in principle to create a theory from which
we can deduce everything, due to the limits established
by (at least) Gödel theorem, quantum mechanics, and
chaos theory. So, the Theory Of Everything (TOE) would
not be really a theory of everything, but only a theory of
every fundamental forces. But it is obvious that with
respect to the problem of interstellar travels only funda-

mental advancements can be relevant.
So, a question arises: how great could the gap between

us and ETs be? In the case of an endless progress, we
never could find the answer before finding ETs. On the
contrary, if my thesis is correct, we can evaluate it in
advance (more or less, of course), since the gap between
us and ETs coincides with the gap between us and our

future state of technological perfection.
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Thus, a statistical study on the pace of our technologi-
cal progress could indicate how long it will take to us, and
therefore to any alien civilization, independently from its
age, to reach this final steady state. Should it turn out that
this time is shorter than the time necessary to a message
to get over the critical range, then active SETI would
become relatively safe also beyond it, since when the
message is received, we will already be at the same level
than ETs. A very rough analysis by myself seems to show
that we have already entered the deceleration phase[9]. If
so, the state of technological perfection could be not so far
for us. This, in turn, would be very likely to imply that
interstellar travels are actually impossible (since we are
still very far from achieving this capability).

Of course, a precise evaluation of this point is not yet
possible, and a huge amount of dedicated studies would
be needed before being able to assess it with an accep-
table level of reliability. Nonetheless, it is surely a pro-
blem worth being investigated.

7.3. Getting ready

Finally, we should get ready both to reply to a received
extraterrestrial message and to transmit independently of
such a discovery. I think the best way is not to write a
complete message, but rather to provide a ‘‘framework’’
for it (the code, the language, the basic dictionary, and so
on), able to receive, at the right moment, further con-
tributions by the representatives of all the cultural,
religious, artistic, scientific, and political traditions of
the world (this is what I call ‘‘the federal way to the
Message’’) [53]. Many people (especially scientists) into
the SETI community do not like at all such a perspective,
preferring to commit this job to a highly selected team of
experts. But we should be aware that it is simply impos-
sible. While searching for an alien signal is very difficult,
indeed, sending a message is relatively easy, especially if
you know with a high degree of precision where your
target is. So, independently from our personal opinions, it
is simply a fact that a message from Earth will never be
able to avoid to take in consideration also the point of
view of common people: otherwise, the only result would
be that everybody would begin to transmit on his own,
which would be the worst way of starting a communica-
tion with another civilization. Now, for obvious reasons,
at present the construction of an interstellar message
would be unavoidably the work of a small group of
people. As such, it would be unable to get a wider
consensus when the moment of an actual transmission
comes and everybody begins to be interested in it. So, the
only way of doing a not merely symbolic, but possibly
useful work is precisely to write an ‘‘open’’ message,
where further contributions are not excluded, but expli-
citly contemplated from the beginning.

8. Conclusions

Surely, it is time for us to take into consideration very
seriously the possibility of doing active SETI, and to study
in depth all the related issues.
Probably, it is not yet time for us to actually do
active SETI.

But this moment could be not so far in our future.
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